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From the Editor

Welcome to the second issue of Guides for
Artists and Collectors. Although the first issue, Painting More Realistic Tobianos, was
published last year, in many ways this should
have been the first topic covered.
The idea for this issue grew out of a seminar
on pattern design given earlier this year at
BreyerWest. At the time I was working on
the issue covering appaloosa patterns. I realized that not only could
the material for the seminar fill a small book, but
it would also provide an
important foundation for
understanding appaloosa
patterns.
And that is what this issue
is: a foundation for understanding all forms of
white patterning. For
our purposes, patterning here refers
to any of the pinto or
appaloosa patterns that
are visible at birth as well
as any of the factors that add
color back over the white areas of a pattern.
It does not include roan, white ticking or any
of the ways that horses progressively lose color. Those will all be covered in future issues.
(The progressive form of roaning related to
appaloosa patterning will be covered in detail in the issue on those patterns.)
As always, this guide is intended to serve as
a jumping off point for further exploration.
White patterning is a very complex subject,
but it is my hope that the book will give you
the tools to analyze what you see in the wide
variety of patterns out there, and the confidence to create realistic designs that are
unique and truly your own.

White Pattern Categories
Because the equine collectibles community places a high value
on realism, beginning artists wishing to paint pintos and appaloosas often start by directly copying patterns from living
horses. The downside to this approach is that if one artist found
a particular example appealing, it is likely that others did, too.
To avoid producing duplicates, an artist needs to design original
patterns using multiple reference images, or work from their
own imagination.
Producing original designs starts with the ability to identify different patterns. Consistently identifying patterns and all their
various combinations is a skill that takes extensive study and
practice. For most artists, however, a reasonable grasp of the basic pattern types is all that is absolutely necessary. And for those
who wish to expand into quirky variations or rare combinations,
an eye for these general categories is a good starting point. In
the end it is all about opening up options; the more thoroughly
you understand patterns, the more options you have to design a
pattern that suits your needs.
What is not essential is understanding the more
technical aspects of horse color genetics—although
that certainly does not hurt! With only a portion
of white patterns formally identified by geneticists,
there is a lot that is not known, or not known for
certain, about these patterns. The additional
patterns that make up the “plus” versions, for
instance, are often not discernible even with
modern genetic testing. What is important
to an artist, though, is the we can see the
difference compared to “plain” versions of
the same pattern. For that reason, the categories outlined in the charts that follow
are visual rather than genetic. In that spirit,
I have also used common terms instead of
precise genetic jargon.
As with most artistic endeavours, the best way
to train your eye is to build your mental library
by looking at numerous examples. If you are
unsure of the typical appearance of any of these
categories, I encourage you to investigate the Pinterest boards listed at the back of this book.

The Pinto Patterns
Tobiano
This pattern gives the appearance of a white horse with
large, rounded patches of color on the head, chest and
hindquarters. Face markings tend to be conservative.
Homozygous tobianos often have ink spots.

Bragada
This is the most common type of sabino. It is characterized by a blaze and high white stockings, and may have
patches on the belly or girth. When viewed in profile, the
white does not extend far up the body.

Patchy Sabino
Tobiano Plus
Tobianos with additional pinto patterns have more extensive white on the face. When tobiano is combined
with one of the sabino-type patterns, the spotting is more
complex and the outline is often irregular.

The markings on the face and legs are similar to the
bragada, but patterns in this group have more extensive
white on the body. The patches are irregular and ragged
or lacey in their outline.

Sabino Roan
Frame Overo
Frame overos look like colored horses with torn patches
of white on the neck and the barrel. Bald faces are typical and the legs are usually colored or have conservative
white markings.

Like the previous two sabino types, patterns in this group
have white on the face and legs, but the white on the
body is less patchy and more widely spread throughout
the coat.

Near-White Sabino
Frame Overo Plus
When frame overo is combined with sabino or splashed
white patterns, more of the horse is covered with white.
This is particularly notable on the legs. The topline and
tail usually retain some color.

Manchado
The white on this rare pattern originates along the topline.
Roundish spots of color are found within the white areas.
The face and leg markings are usually conservative.

This pattern is primarily white, with flecks of residual
color along the topline, neck and forelock. Many nearwhite sabinos show more contrast as foals, but fade with
maturity.

These charts lay out your options, but do not pick one just
yet! You have a few design choices to make first, before
you settle on one. You can return to these charts later.

Classic Splashed White
This is the pattern traditionally thought of as splashed
white, where the horse looks dipped feet-first into white
paint. Horses with two copies of the gene have this classic
pattern, while horses with one have ordinary markings.

The Appaloosa Patterns
Nose-to-Toes Leopard
This pattern gives the appearance of a white horse
covered from nose to toes with colored spots. Because it is made entirely of spots, this type of pattern
does not “roan out” with age.

Splashed White
These patterns are characterized by white heads with blue
eyes, white on the legs, tail tip and sometimes on the belly.
The patterns in this group do not have the extensive white
that the homozygous classic splashed white horses do.

Near-Leopard
The near-leopard retains residual coloring on the
face, lower neck, chest, flanks and lower legs. Those
areas roan with age, so older near-leopards can look
more like nose-to-toes leopards.

Pintaloosa
For the purposes of this list, this refers to the combination of any appaloosa pattern and a pinto pattern that
does not interact with appaloosa: tobiano, frame overo,
splashed white.

Mistaken
identities
Usually there is not
much chance of
mistaking a pinto
for an appaloosa. The
manchado and near-white
pinto patterns are sometimes
mistaken for appaloosas, and
fewspot near-leopards (right)
can be mistaken for overos.

Suppressed Leopard
This type of leopard patterning is sometimes described as the “shrunken sweater”, since the entire
leopard pattern has been reduced in size and placed
on the hips. It can be mistaken for a blanket.

Leopard Plus
When combined with the factors that produce blazes
and high stockings, the white areas of the appaloosa
patterns are boosted, and the spots are smaller and
more widely spaced.

Fewspot
Horses homozygous for the basic appaloosa gene
do not have spots. All leopard-type patterns have
fewspot versions.

Blanket with Lightning Marks
Appaloosa patterning is located on the hindquarters,
body, shoulders (usually separate patches), cannons
(lightning marks) and sometimes the face. Spots are
of moderate size and spacing.

Spotted Blanket

Recoloring–the anti-pattern
Color can be added back to areas that would be white due to patterning. Some of the
more common types of recoloring include:
1.	 Badger faces. Color covers some portion of the front of the head.
2.	 Revertant patches. The pattern is turned off in random areas, leaving patches of
the original, unmodified color.
3.	 Colored socks. Color covers the lower leg, most often one hind leg.
4.	 Ink spots. These colored spots are seen on some homozygous tobianos.
5.	 Blanket cutouts. Irregular patches cover portions of an appaloosa blanket.
6.	 Belton spotting. These spots of color tend to concentrate on the face and legs.

Appaloosa patterning is found on the hindquarters
but does not involve the forehand or the lower legs.
There is significant visual overlap with lightningmarked blankets and suppressed leopards.

Lacey Blanket

1

2

3

The placement of this pattern is similar to the spotted blanket, but the look-and-feel is similar to that of
the sabino pinto patterns. This pattern is often—but
not always—paired with white markings.

6
Blanket Plus Versions
When paired with white markings typical the sabino
group, blankets tend to be whiter with smaller spots
spaced more widely apart. The look-and-feel of these
patterns is often sabino-like.

Snowcaps
Horses homozygous for the basic appaloosa gene
will have the white typical for the type of pattern they carry, but the spots will be missing. All
blanket-type patterns have snowcap versions.

4

5

White patterns and markings are what
make these traits visible. They may be
inherited separately from the white,
but they need a certain level of white
expression to be seen.
Under every badger mark is
a very white face.

Pattern type

What sets the different patterns apart from one another is the
placements of the white. Where does the white start in the most
minimally-marked individuals? Where does it progress as the
examples get more extensively white? And finally, what areas
retain color even in the whitest examples of the pattern?
The areas where the white first appears are known as the points
of origin. The areas that retain color are known as the areas
of exclusion. The way that the white spreads from the points
of origin up to the areas of exclusion is known as pattern progression. The general rule is that the areas where a pattern
originates are going to be the whitest, and the areas where
the pattern is excluded will retain the most color. All forms of
white patterning, in both the pinto and the appaloosa groups,
are governed by this.
Before choosing a specific type of pattern, it is useful to consider what you need—or simply want!—the pattern to do. The design of a pattern can minimize flaws or highlight the strengths

Consider your design needs
before you choose your pattern.

Points of Origin

Areas of Exclusion

Tobiano

Legs, topline

Head, tail tip

Frame Overo

Side of neck/body

Midline, legs, tail

Classic Splashed White

Face, legs, eyes

Poll, ears, upper neck

Splashed White

Face, legs, eyes

Neck and top of body

Bragada

Face, legs, belly

Neck and top of body

Patchy Sabino

Face, legs, belly, sides

Eyes/ears, poll, topline

Sabino Roan

Face, legs, belly, sides

Eyes/ears, poll, topline

Near-White Sabino

Face, legs, underside

Poll, topline

Leopard

Hip

Residual areas, tail

Blanket, Lightning Marks

Hindquarter, cannons

Forehand (not legs)

Spotted Blanket

Hip

Forehand, legs

Lacey Blanket

Hip

Forehand, legs

of a sculpture. Would a dark head minimize an out-of-proportion head? Might a mix
of white and color highlight the movement in a windblown mane? The base color
used for a pattern might also prompt certain design choices. Would a colored leg allow you to include the interesting mottling often seen on silver dapple legs? Do you
need to color to cross the topline so that a dorsal stripe is visible?
Many common painting errors arise when an artist tries to force a particular pattern
to fit a design requirement. Often it is possible to get a similar visual effect without
stretching the bounds of realism. The trick is to analyze where you need the white to
go—or not go!—before you choose the pattern.

Here are some pattern choices for specific design requirements. These are not comprehensive lists, but should help get you thinking about placement. If you are completely open to where the color and the white fall, you can skip to the next chapter!

are all good choices. Most of the “plus” patterns are associated with broad white face
markings.

The mane and tail should be mixed with white.

Tobiano and the more extensively marked sabino and splashed white horses can have
mixed manes and tails. Appaloosas with extensive patterning can also have mixed
manes and tails, but color tends to predominate, particularly with the tails.

Targeting colored areas
I need all the legs colored.

The top of the tail needs to be white.

Try frame overo, manchado, suppressed leopard, near-leopard, spotted blanket, or
fewspot and snowcap versions of those appaloosa patterns. Avoid patterns where the
white is obviously boosted.

This is typical of tobiano, tobiano plus, nose-to-toes leopards and fewspots.

I want the bottom of the tail white.

I need the feet colored.

This is characteristic of splashed white patterns, but is also with some sabino roans.
Classic splashed white patterns typically have all white tails.

Consider homozygous tobiano (coronets), belton (coronets), nose-to-toes leopard,
blanket with lightning marks, or fewspot and snowcap versions of those appaloosas.

I want large areas of white on the body.

I need some of the legs colored.

Tobiano, frame overo (particularly “plus” versions), classic splashed white and nearwhite sabino are all good choices. Another good option is a large snowcap appaloosas
or a fewspot that has a lot of residual color (see page 6).

Good options include suppressed tobiano, frame overo plus, bragada, patchy sabino,
minimal splashed white (SW2, the “Gunner” line). Ordinary white markings can
also be used on patterns that would otherwise have colored legs or feet, and a reversed leg marking can be used on tobiano and sabino patterns. Avoid homozygous
classic splashed white and near-white sabino.

Recoloring options

I want a colored topline.

Frame overo, both plain and “plus” varieties, leaves color along the topline. Sabinos
and splashed white patterns also have dark toplines, though the color is often roaned
or heavily eroded in whiter sabinos. Avoid manchado since the white originates on
the topline in that pattern.

A potential wildcard in color placement
Badger faces, colored socks
and belton patterning can be
added without regard to the
patterns present. These are
separate from white boosting and suppression; they are
color added back again, not
white restricted from those
areas. Breed does matter,
though, so make sure it is a
possibility before adding them.

I want a colored head

Good choices include tobiano, manchado, near-leopard, suppressed leopard and
spotted blanket patterns. Some frame overos with moderate patterns have conservative face markings and leopards can have predominantly colored heads.

Targeting white areas
I need all the legs white.

I want a large blaze or bald face.

Sabino patterns have white that tends to extend down the face, over the mouth and
under the jaw. For bald faces, sabino roan, frame overo or splashed white patterns
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Tobiano and all varieties of sabino and splashed white can have four white legs. The
“plus” versions of pinto and appaloosa patterns can also have white legs.

Revertant patches , where a
color effect is negated, are
truly random and can be
placed anywhere on the coat.

Once you have chosen a pattern, the next step is to decide the
extent of the white. Do you want a very white pattern, or a
very subdued pattern, or somewhere inbetween? This decision
makes a good starting point for a design because the factors
that amplify and suppress white can be thought of as global:
they affect the whole body and all the patterns present.

Know your natural range
Every pattern has a natural range of white expression. This is
how much, or how little, white is seen on individuals with the
“plain” form of the pattern, uninfluenced by other factors that
might increase or decrease the white.
Ranges tend to fall into one of three categories.
Wide. Patterns with a wide range of expression will vary from
very minimal to extensive amounts of white.
Narrow. The amount of white in patterns with a narrow range
of expression does not vary as much. The pattern might produce a lot of white or only a little, but there is not as much
difference from one individual animal to the next as there is in
patterns with wide ranges.
Truncated. These patterns have a gap in the middle, eliminating the moderate expression and leaving only the minimal and
extensive forms of the pattern. Patterns in this category are
usually incompletely dominant.
This the first thing to
consider when assessing the potential in a
particular pattern category, because the natural range—often of a
very limited number
of patterns—is the
only variation in level
of white available for
some breeds.

Pattern type

Natural range

Tobiano

Wide

Frame Overo

Wide

Classic Splashed White

Truncated (very low, very high)

Splashed White

Moderate (tends low)

Bragada

Narrow

Patchy Sabino

Narrow

Sabino Roan

Narrow

Near-White Sabino

Narrow

Leopard

Moderate (tends high)

Blanket with Lightning Marks

Narrow

Spotted Blanket

Moderate

Lacey Blanket

Moderate

Boosting the white
There are additional factors that can boost the natural range of a pattern, increasing
the percentage of white in the coat. Because this effect is most noticeable in horses that
have blazes and stockings, it is sometimes referred to as the “sabino boost”. As a general rule, a horse with significant white markings is going to have a more extensive
pattern than one with more
conservative markings. The
frame overo to the left is an
example of this, where the
frame pattern has been amplified until only the outer
limit of the areas of exclusion (the midline of the
horse) retain color.
Sabino boosting does not
just increase the amount of
white, however. It also alters the overall appearance

of the pattern. With appaloosa patterns, this usually means smaller, more widelyspaced spots. With pinto patterns, the colored areas break down into smaller, irregular patches. The two frame overo patterns at the bottom of this page illustrate
the difference between a simple pattern and one that has become more complex due
to boosting. Because complex patterns offer variety and showcase details, they tend
to have a lot appeal to both artists and collectors.
The amount of change, both in terms of the increase in white and the disruption of
the original pattern, varies. Sabino is not a single, discrete pattern but a group of
patterns that, while they share some traits in common, are themselves quite diverse.
Some will alter a pattern
dramatically, while others
have only a modest effect.
The other pattern group associated with white markings, splashed white, will
consistently increase white
on the face and to a lesser
extent the legs, but does not
alter the character of the
other patterns to the same
extent. Splashed white patterns are less common than
patterns in the sabino group
so the majority of examples
in the “pattern plus” categories are going to carry some
type of sabino pattern.
The bottom line is that white
on the face and legs is connected to white patterning;
they are not separate, unrelated things.

The “sabino boost” does more than just increase the
amount of white. It disrupts the outline of the pattern.

Suppressing the white
Just as there are factors that can increase the amount of white, there are others that
work to suppress the level of white patterning. Strong suppressors can reduce pinto
patterns like tobiano and classic splashed white—patterns that are normally easily
recognizable for what they are—to the extent that the horse appears solid with ordinary white markings, or even one that has no markings at all.
When suppressors are paired with the leopard pattern, the result is often mistaken
for a spotted blanket. The leopard pattern itself is variable, with most nose-to-toes
leopards carrying two copies of the leopard gene while most near-leopards have just
one. But a suppressed leopard is visually different from a near-leopard. It is not just
that the spotting pattern covers less of the body, but rather that the full pattern that
would have covered the body is shrunk down in scale. The pattern still originates at
the hips, but it is all compressed into a smaller area. This effect is sometimes referred
to as the “shrunken sweater”. Suppressed appaloosa patterns have a distinctive look
that is not quite the same as a spotted blanket, and developing an eye for those differences will reduce the chance that you place suppressed leopard spots inside one
of the blanket patterns. (This is a very common fault in appaloosa pattern designs!)
Finally, suppressors work on sabino patterns, as the suppressed leopard mare below
illustrates. She carries a form of dominant white, but it has also been suppressed
until all that is left is a narrow
blaze and white ankle.

About white markings...
When artists routinely took custom orders, it was not uncommon for finished models
to be offered with the option for the purchaser to choose the white markings. Markings were seen as optional “add-ons” to the existing color. Even now, many artists wait
until the horse is nearly completed to “see what it needs”. While this does work with
most solid colors, it is problematic for models with pinto or appaloosa patterns.
Ordinary white markings—things like stars, strips, and socks—can be thought of
as white patterns with a very narrow range at the extremely minimal end of the
spectrum. This is not to say that they are pinto patterns; even at their most extensive
they do not involve white on the body. But they do have a range of expression, which
means they should reflect a common “setting” with the other patterns in the design.
A dramatically suppressed tobiano would not, for example, have a large white blaze,
because the suppression would restrict the marking to a more modest amount of
white.
The other issue to keep in mind is that the genes currently associated with ordinary
white markings are located in the same place as the two larger groups of pinto patterns: sabino and splashed white. The sabino group is closely associated with boosting white and altering the expression of white patterns, even when the sabino pattern
involved is itself fairly modest in terms of white. Accounting for possible sabino influence is why markings should not be an afterthought, but should be incorporated
into the design at the beginning of the process.
The images below illustrate the typical sabino “wrap around” blaze (left) and
the typical splashed white “whole head” bald face (right).

Suppression works
on sabino patterns,
so it overrides a boost.
You can boost or suppress, but not both.

colored areas of the pattern. It also involves the erosion or ragging of the edges. Disruption creates more complex patterns with less symmetry. This effect can be subtle
or it can be pronounced. It is often associated with the presence of a sabino pattern
or sabino-type markings, but that connection is not absolute. It is possible to find
disrupted or eroded patterns without obvious sabino markings.

SMITH

Edging the pattern

The key to individuality
One of the reasons color oddities are seen with such frequency on model horses is that novelty is prized. There is a strong
desire to have a model that stands out, and to give the sense
that the horse is a unique individual rather than a generic
representation of a particular color. That is also part of what
drives many artists to step away from directly copying real
horses. When it comes to white patterns, however, the key to
creating a compelling pattern is not about finding a gimmick.
It is about paying attention to differences in look-and-feel.
The images on the facing page show the striking level of variation found in just one pattern type, the
spotted blanket, and its visual close cousin the suppressed leopard. The differences in these examples
come from four key elements: disruption, edging,
density and scale, and focus. These are the components of look-and-feel.

Disruption
We already touched on the first of these, disruption, in
the discussion of “sabino boost”. Disruption is what makes
the tobiano at the top of this page different from the one
at the bottom of the page. It is the breaking apart of the

The next big difference from one pattern to the next is the nature of the edges. Edges
can be smooth and well-defined, or they can be ragged, scalloped or lacey. Some
edges look like the colored areas were created by small, overlapping spots. Some
patterns do not have well-defined edges, but simply have varying concentrations of
white hairs. In the case of grey horses, the edges of the pattern may be faded even
before the rest of the coat shows obvious signs. The possibilities are nearly endless.

Another aspect of edging is mapping, or as it is sometimes called, haloing. Although
it is often portrayed as an even gray band outlining the whole pattern, mapping is
almost as varied as the edges of the patterns. On some horses, mapping appears as
dark skin under white hair, while on others the mapping can be seen as a mixture of
white and colored hairs. There is even a form known as ‘beaded’ mapping, where the
outer edge has a series of colored clusters (‘beads’) of hair.

SMITH
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Edging and mapping variations

SMITH

Because edging is such an important aspect of the look-and-feel of a pattern, it is
worth paying extra attention to developing a broad mental library of options. An
artist painting the edges of a white pattern has to fight against the brain’s tendency
towards regimentation. This was discussed in Painting More Realistic Tobianos, and
that book has a helpful listing of some of the common repetitions. What often happens with edging is that the attempt to give random irregularities produces a repeating pattern which is heavily influenced by the individual style of the artist. This produces edging—and a look-and-feel—that allows an experienced observer to easily
identify the hand that applied the pattern.

SMITH

Mapping does not always correspond exactly with the pattern, either. Many leopard
appaloosas have a separate “ghost” pattern under the white areas of their pattern,
usually mimicing a blanket pattern (see center left, facing page). Mapping can also
“fill in” areas between patches of color. This is often seen on homozygous tobianos
with extensive ink spots. In fact, some suppressed leopards do not have any pink skin
under the white areas of their pattern, and are effectively mapped all over. Mapping
can also be irregular in outline, giving a scalloped look instead of a uniform halo (see
lower left, facing page).

Our goal, when creating realistic patterns, is to overcome that inherent style and produce a look-and-feel specific to each individual pattern. Few things will communi-

Although they are inherited
separately, recolored areas
like badger faces and
reversed socks are still affected by look-and-feel.

cate not only attention to detail, but that each model painted is separate, individual
horse, like the ability to change the look-and-feel of the edges of your pattern.

interchangeable. The
density of the spots on
the second horse (and
the horse on this page)
come from suppressing
the true leopard pattern. Suppression pulls
the pattern up off the
legs. The first horse is
a spotted blanket with
lightning marks, which
is a pattern that involves the legs.

So how does an artist do this? It is important to closely observe different types of
edging and to train your hand to execute them. One way to do this is to trace the
outlines of real patterns. Removing the edge from the context of the horse allows it
to be viewed as a series of shapes. Often this is what is needed to see the difference
between what is and what we think we see. This activity will also tend to highlight
where your particular weakness for regimentation.

Density and Scale

SMITH

The next important aspect of look-and-feel is the density and scale of the elements
that make up the pattern. While edging tends to be the most obvious variation
among a group of pintos, density and scale are
often the most notable
difference between appaloosas because of their
spotting.
With appaloosas, density and scale often go
together because of the
way suppression alters
the pattern. They are
not exactly the same,
however. The two appaloosas to the left have
spots that are similar in
scale, but conspicuously
different density. Meanwhile the appaloosa on
the facing page has very
dense spotting that is
very different in scale.
This is significant for
pattern design because
the arrangement of the
white areas and the spotting on the two horses on
the facing page are not

The scale of details is
another area where errors occur. A good practice is to print at least one copy of your
reference the same size as your model. It is also a good idea to then compare the size
of the details to your preferred tools. It is all too easy to allow your tools to dictate
the scale of your details, and forget that sometimes the answer is not to faithfully
reproduce specific details, but rather to sugggest their presence.

Soft or Crisp Focus
The final component of look-andfeel is focus. This refers to how welldefined the borders are between the
white and colored areas—how “crisp”
the pattern looks.
Conditions unrelated to the pattern can influence focus. Horses in
heavy winter coats will often appear
more softly focused. This is also true
of very young foals. Sculptures that
portray long, textured coats benefit
from softer edges, regardless of the
actual focus of the pattern.
But even in sleek summer coat, there
are patterns that are softer in their
outline. If the white hairs are widely
and evenly dispersed across the coat,
the outline will appear less distinct.

If the white hairs are clustered together the effect will be a more crisp pattern. It is
possible to tone down the focus by selecting a base color with less contrast. This is a
useful approach when an artist wants a very detailed pattern, but does not want to
overwhelm an already “busy” sculpture.
It is also possible to find patterns that combine both crisp and soft focus in the same
coat. The suppressed leopard mare at the bottom of this page is a good example of
a look that is common in that pattern. The more clearly defined spots on the rump
were likely present at birth, while the softer spots on the forehand would have developed as she roaned with age.
Just as sorting exercises help with pattern recognition, it can be very helpful to
sort through a large group of reference images based on the different aspects of
look-and-feel. Compare a group of tobianos with blazes to those without, and do
the same with leopards, and you will begin to get a sense of how sabino disrupts
patterns. Sort through spotted blankets by spot density, and you will begin to get a
feel for how suppressed leopards differ from blanket appaloosas. And along the way,
you will expand your capacity to create memorable realistic patterns.

Components of look-and-feel

disruption • edging • density and scale • focus

While an inexperienced eye may not be able to explain the exact
reason, inaccurate patterns look wrong. Design errors break the
illusion that the viewer is looking at a living horse. The following
are three examples of design errors.

Case study: Problematic placement
In the figure of the sabino roan (above), the designer has not
taken into account the point of origin for the pattern. All of
the sabino phenotypes share the same points of origin: the face
and the legs. The point of origin is where white first appears
in the most minimal forms of a pattern. As patterns become
more extensive, white spreads from the points of origin towards
the areas that are excluded. For this reason, the more extensive
the white, the more likely (and thoroughly) those areas will be
white.
A sabino roan is one of the more extensive forms of sabino patterning, so continuing the colored areas of the pattern down
the lower legs is unrealistic. Arranging the color in broken
patches along the fully length of the backs of the legs is
particularly problematic because it does not fit with the
placement of any known pattern.
To a lesser extent, having the large solid area across the
chest and forehand is also unlikely, because erosion of
the colored areas in sabinos tends to follow the pattern’s progression, so that the areas closest to the origin
are most affected and the areas of exclusion are least

affected. It would be unusual to see the level of eroded pattern on the neck without
also seeing a lot of patterning on the rest of the forehand. Sabino patterns are more
unpredictable than the other patterns, however, so issues with the progression of
the pattern are less serious than placing a lot of color in the areas where the pattern
originates.
Another issue with this particular design is the scale of the colored patches, which
is somewhat large even for a crisply-defined sabino roan, but more extensively disrupted than a patchy sabino. The pattern also has an overly exaggerated skew along
the direction of the hair growth, which along with the markings on the lower legs
gives a visual impression more typical of a leopard than one of the sabino patterns.
Indeed, for the overall visual effect desired, an appaloosa pattern might have been a
better choice.

Pattern direction vs. hair direction
While patterns can be influenced by the direction of hair growth it is important to note that in many cases what is influenced is the direction of the
outside edges of the pattern. The orientation of the white pattern itself (and
the colored areas that remain) is more strongly influenced by the shape of
the pattern itself, which may or may not follow the direction the hair grows.
It is not unusual, for example, to see fairly vertical bands of white on the
barrel or hip of a sabino (first two images above).
Even with patterns that tend to mirror the direction of the hair, like appaloosa spotting, the correlation with the direction of the hair growth is
not absolute. Note in the image on the far right how the appaloosa spots
highlighted in yellow do not conform to the direction of the coat. The axis
of orientation for each spot is in red, while the white hairs of the roaning
show the angle of the hair coat. Overly strict conformity to the hair direction can look stylized and unnatural, so take care not to over-emphasize
this in your design.

Case study: The lop-sided boost
In the figure of the black
patchy sabino (left), the designer has a white pattern
that is boosted on the back
half of the horse and suppressed on the front half.
Just as with the sabino roan
in the previous example, the
point of origin for this pattern would include the face.
Factors that amplify or tone
down the expression of white patterns are global in effect, and do not target specific
areas while leavings others unaltered. Strong white suppression might dramatically
reduce the white on the face of a sabino, but it would also reduce the white on the
legs and body at the same time.
One important thing to note, however, is that a horse with this kind of boosted pattern could have a fully-colored leg. While sabino originates on the legs and face, it
doesn’t necessarily start equally on all four legs. With this level of sabino patterning,
you might still have colored legs. Once the pattern is extensive enough that white
covers the entire underside of the horse, colored legs become less plausible, but this
particular pattern is not that extensive.
The uneven white boost on this design is accentuated by the fact that the two sides
do not have the same look-and-feel. Like white boosting, look-and-feel influences
the entire coat. While lacey or roany outlines are not as noticeable on smaller white
markings, care should be taken to harmonize them with
the rest of the coat as much as possible.
There is an easy remedy to correct this design while
still preserving the appearance of a roany, lacey pattern with a dark head. This can be done by adding
a badger marking over a more typical sabino blaze
(right). This would give an offset, irregular “star”
rather than a rounded one set in the center of the
head. It is also likely that the white face marking
would extend across the mouth or chin, so adding
a portion of the original marking there would communicate the idea of a badger face while still preserving the basic idea a dark face.

Case study: Misinterpreted details
A few years ago I spoke about placing appaloosa spots inside the white markings.
It is a common mistake; many artists
find repeating the spotting from the
blanket inside the blaze or the legs
to be aesthetically pleasing. It is
not, however, accurate.
Shortly after publishing this information, my inbox was filled
with links to “appaloosa spots
inside white socks”. I still get
these from time to time. They
are wonderful references, but
not of appaloosa spotting that has
spread over the top of white markings. (The appaloosa patterns do not work that
way.) They are actually images of a specific type of appaloosa pattern, the “blanket
with lightning marks”.
That type of patterning has an additional point of origin that ordinary spotted blankets do not have: the cannons. If a spotted blanket can be visualized as a solid horse
with a “cut-out” across the rump that reveals a leopard pattern, this type of pattern
has additional cut-outs on the cannons revealing that part of the same pattern. This
leaves the front and back of the cannon, and usually the ankle colored or mostly
colored. It is not, as the figure above illustrates, all-over spotting on a white stocking.
It is also true that because appaloosa patterns are symmetrical, and because the “blanket with lightning marks” pattern originates in part on the legs, all four legs would
have similar levels of patterning. Appaloosas with this type of patterning can have
white markings on their legs, but visually they get placed over the top of the pattern.
So could this appaloosa have a belton pattern? The genes that make up the appaloosa
patterns interact with other patterns in surprising ways. If it was genetically possible
to get that combination—and not all combinations are possible!—it might look quite
different. If it could, however, all four feet would have spots.

Keep in mind that if you cannot find a reallife example for some aspect of your design,
there may be a reason.

What about the other side?
So you have found an inspiring reference photo that is perfect for the model
you wish to paint. There is just one small problem: you only found one side.
How do you design the other side?
There are some tricks that can help make this easier. The first step is to correctly identify the pattern or patterns involved. This is important because
you need to know if the pattern is symmetrical or asymetrical. Knowing the
pattern can also give you clues about what is happening along the midline—
the area from the poll down to the tailhead, and back under the body to the
throat—which can be hard to see from the typical camera angle.
Symmetrical patterns are somewhat easier to recreate because your existing
reference will work as a basic guideline for the other side. Generally speaking,
frame overos, splashed white, manchados and the appaloosa patterns tend
to be quite symmetrical. Tobiano and classic splashed white are moderately
symmetrical, but skewing can produce asymetrical variations. Patterns in the
sabino group and patterns influenced by sabino are often asymetrical.
For symmetrical patterns with dense, small-scale spotting or ticking, flipping
the original image is often sufficient to recreate the pattern, since most artists
do not adhere to references spot-for-spot. By adjusting the faithfullness to
your reference to a looser interpretation, it is possible to get the other side to
match while still looking different enough to seem natural. If you paint one
side at a time, flipping an image of your finished work is better than flipping
the reference since it is the two sides that need to harmonize.
With loosely symmetrical or asymmetrical patterns, what you want to find
is another reference for the same pattern group that closely matches the first
in look-and-feel. More even than the specific placement of white, if you prioritize matching the different aspects of look-and-feel, you are more likely to
get a believable design. This is also where maintaining a large reference file
comes in handy, because it makes finding a match easier.
Using a reversed image of
the finished side helps to
maintain a consistent lookand-feel when edging the
second side.

Your next concern will be connecting the two sides. With patterns that do not
typically cross the midline (frame overo and split blankets) or that are evenly
distributed over the entire coat (leopards and sabino roans), this is not usually
a concern. With patterns that do cross, it can be helpful to look for references
that roughly match the points where the white crosses. With tobianos one of
the best sorting guides is whether or not the tail is dark or mixed with white,
since some of the largest variations for that pattern involve where the color
falls on the hindquarters. With frame overos that have a white boost (“frame
overo plus”), it can be helpful to match color on the legs since the variations
on how the sides connect for those patterns tend to occur on the underside
of the horse. The closer the crossover points are between two references, the
less adjusting necessary to connect the two
sides of your design.
Finally, it can be helpful to collect photos
that show how patterns connect along the
topline, under the tail, along the belly and
on the chest. Images from unusual camera
angles will improve the realism of your
paintwork as well as give you more options
when matching less-than-perfect references.

Need to see more examples?
Most artists enjoy assembling reference images, and it is one of the most effective
ways to develop an eye for subtle differences in patterns. The social media site Pinterest is especially useful for this because it can display a large number of thumbnail images (pins) on a
single page (a board). To help readers understand some of the concepts discussed in this issue,
the following boards are available through the Equine Tapestry Pinterest account.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AG2 - Frame Overo		
AG2 - Frame Overo Plus		
Manchado Overo		
AG2 - Bragada Phenotype		
AG2 - Patchy Sabino Phenotype		
AG2 - Sabino Roan Phenotype		
AG2 - Near-white Sabino Phenotype		
AG2 - Classic Splashed White 		
AG2 - Splashed White 		
Pintaloosas		

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leopard, Noes-to-Toes
Suppressed Leopards
AG2 - Leopard Plus
AG2 - Fewspots
AG2 - Blanket with Lightning Marks
AG2 - Spotted Blankets
AG2 - Lacey Blankets
AG2 - Blanket Plus
AG2 - Snowcaps
AG2 - Midline connections

Want to learn more about horse color?
The Equine Tapestry
This book series explores the role color played
in the formation of the different breeds. The
first volume, An Introduction to Colors and
Patterns, was released in 2014. The next volume, Draft and Coaching Breeds, is scheduled
for release in 2017, with three more to follow.
You can also join us for an online conversation about horse color on the Equine Tapestry
blog at equinetapestry.com. The blog covers a
wide range of topics including the latest developments in animal coat color research.
All books and periodicals published by Blackberry Lane Press can be ordered through our
website. The Equine Tapestry books are also available through most online booksellers.

blackberrylanepress.com
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